
NOUS SOMMES TOUS PARIS

Oh those poor poor people. Oh my beautiful Paris. Of course it’s in the name of
relidgion and relidgion is sacred.

As I have said, with reference to the fuckfaces declaring parts of East London a ‘No
Gay’ zone, guys who want trouble should get trouble, but it should be high-grade
amusing trouble, such as marked amplification of Mick performing Sympathy for
the Devil and a few love-ins would be good too. Inappropriate in current
circumstances? Adaptable. If I were to hold a rock concert in Paris now I think I
should set up some kind of contingency plan, remote back-up such that in the event
of disturbance ‘All You Need Is Love’, which of course begins with a few bars of the
Marseillaise, fills the air.

I have said, Christ what have I said, a thousand times, I have said I believe in the
free movement of peoples. It is not entailed thereby that the free world adopt the
values of those who have chosen to live in it. It is not entailed thereby that anyone
has to pay the faintest attention to the ravings of rabid animals, take seriously the
ravings of rabid animals. That the free world will stay the free world should have
been made clear at the border. If you don’t like it, you can put up with it, or you
can go somewhere else. Shrug. It’s a free country.

Instead priests and politicians fell over themselves to make rabid animals feel
welcome, let them take root, sickos who cannot tolerate the reality of thousands of
different ideas in the world, billions of separate independent people who have views
of their own, and castigate the rest of us for being mostly normal, made clear again
and again the West would capitulate, all freedom, all democracy, all civilization
would cede to their filth

Made a piece of dirty disgusting vermin called Sacranie a knight of the realm.

Friday’s horror lies at the door of of the perps of course, but the leaders of the West
who fell over themselves to destroy freedom, who created corrupt and evil laws to
criminalize reason, intellect, learning, independence of mind, who insisted evil is
good until I may suspect even creatures as obscene and corrupt as they can’t quite
manage it any more, they too are guilty.

The Pope stressed again that “the way of violence and hatred does not resolve the
problems of humanity”, adding that whoever uses God’s name to justify that path is
guilty of blasphemy.”

Not entirely how they reacted over Rushdie. Who knows, they may be learning:
evil is evil, whatever it calls itself.

It’s not as though the script wasn’t blindingly obvious, the agenda of the worthless
vermin not entirely clear. Ignorance is not to be countered by knowledge,



irrationality is not to be countered by reason, bestiality is not to be countered by
love.

Jesus said he’d raise people up. Jesus told people to love one another. Jesus told
people stories to engage their minds. Jesus never forced himself on anyone. Right
from the arrival of the Muslim brute beast, the Muslim sick animal whose answer to
everything is violence we have had so-called Christian clergy falling over themselves
to return us to the Middle Ages.

Having worked out they have more in common with Islam than with the free world.
Some people seem to be surprised a rock concert was targeted, regard it as the most
innocent of pastimes. Ratzinger of course informed us of the satanic nature of rock
and roll. As I have said, Mick Jagger performing Sympathy for the Devil would be
an excellent litmus paper test as to whether a prospective immigrant was going to
feel at home here.

Thus no resounding upholding of the free world has come from Canterbury or
Rome, no telling Muslims which end is up, no educating them in the history of the
free world, no telling them they are in the post-Enlightenment, post-Marx,
post-Sixties C21st free world, only a constant evil whine about the sanctity of
religion, how religion is necessarily good, even when it is evidently filth and sickness
and evil, how religious people are superior to nonbelievers, even when they are
evidently the vilest and sickest of subhumans, no telling filthy monkeys like Sacranie
if they don’t like it they can fuck off, and so these brutes of priests have the final
responsibility for yesterday’s atrocities in Paris, the traitor filth who have shat on
freedom and insisted fascism, psychosis, bestiality be protected and upheld and
called good that those who shit on language and reason and love are welcome in the
free world, who have enabled the vermin to take root when they should have been
shown the door.. Filth of priests have seen nothing wrong with men who hate and
despise and abuse and murder women and gays, rolled out the red carpet for them,
as did and do vermin like Corbyn.

Citons Mme Luxemburg
“Freedom only for the supporters of the government, only for the members of one
party – however numerous they may be – is no freedom at all. Freedom is always
and exclusively freedom for the one who thinks differently. Not because of any
fanatical concept of ‘justice’ but because all that is instructive, wholesome and
purifying in political freedom depends on this essential characteristic, and its
effectiveness vanishes when ‘freedom’ becomes a special privilege.”
The Russian Revolution

I suppose she was a Tory too. We the Left are not all scum, just at the moment
most of us. The wolfworm was always there of course, is implicit in Marxism as a
doctrine of enforced change, as it is Islam, see below, et seq, et fucking seq, but that
doesn’t mean all Marxists go along with all of it, any more than all Catholics or all
Muslims, or all anythings necessarily go along with everything. Part of the trick of



course, the filth imposed on the free world, is to pretend that only the vilest,
dimmest, most literal and ignorant and vicious anythings are truly representative of
the anything.

Citons Voltaire
[30] I saw a man of gentle, simple countenance, who seemed to me to be about
thirty-five years old. From afar he cast compassionate glances on these piles of
whitened bones, across which I had had to pass to reach the sages' abode. I was
astonished to find his feet swollen and bleeding, his hands likewise, his side pierced,
and his ribs flayed with whip cuts. " Good Heavens! " I said to him, " is it possible
for a just man, a sage, to be in this state? I have just seen one who was treated in a
very hateful way, but there is no comparison between his torture and yours. Wicked
priests and wicked judges poisoned him; is it by priests anhd judges that you have
been so cruelly assassinated? "
[31] He answered with much courtesy--"Yes."
[32] "And who were these monsters? "
[33] "They were hypocrites."
[34] "Ah! that says everything; I understand by this single word that they must have
condemned you to death. Had you then proved to them, as Socrates did, that the
Moon was not a goddess, and that Mercury was not a god? "
[35] "No, these planets were not in question. My compatriots did not know at all
what a planet is; they were all arrogant ignoramuses. Their superstitions were quite
different from those of the Greeks."
[36] "You wanted to teach them a new religion, then? "
[37] "Not at all; I said to them simply--' Love God with all your heart and your
fellow-creature as yourself, for that is man's whole duty.' Judge if this precept is not
as old as the universe; judge if I brought them a new religion. I did not stop telling
them that I had come not to destroy the law butt to fulfill it; I had observed all their
rites; circumcised as they all were, baptized as were the most zealous among them,
like them I paid the Corban; I observed the Passover as they did, eating standing up
a lamb cooked with lettuces. I and my friends went to pray in the temple; my friends
even frequented this temple after my death; in a word, I fulfilled all their laws
without a single exception."
[38] "What! these wretches could not even reproach you with serving from their
laws? "
[39] "No, without a doubt."
[40] "Why then did they put you in the condition in which I now see you? "
[41] "What do you expect me to say! they were very arrogant and selfish. They saw
that I knew them; they knew that I was making the citizens acquainted with them;
they were the stronger; they took away my life: and people like them will always do
as much, if they can, to whoever does them too much justice.'' . . .
[42] " You therefore contributed in no way by your speeches, badly reported, badly
interpreted, to these frightful piles of bones which I saw on my road in coming to
consult you? "
[43] "It is with horror only that I have seen those who have made themselves guilty
of these murders."



[44] " And these monuments of power and wealth, of pride and avarice, these
treasures, these ornaments, these signs of grandeur, which I have seen piled up on
the road while I was seeking wisdom, do they come from you? "
[45] "That is impossible; I and my people lived in poverty and meanness: my
grandeur was in virtue only."
[46] I was about to beg him to be so good as to tell me just who he was. My guide
warned me to do nothing of the sort. He told me that I was not made to understand
these sublime mysteries. Only did I conjure him to tell me in what true religion
consisted. [47] "Have I not already told you? Love God and your fellow-creature as
yourself."
[48] " What! if one loves God, one can eat meat on Friday? "
[49] "I always ate what was given me; for I was too poor to give anyone food."
[50] " In loving God, in being just, should one not be rather cautious not to confide
all the adventures of one's life to an unknown man?"
[51] "That was always my practice."
[52] " Can I not, by doing good, dispense with making a pilgrimage to St. James of
Compostella? "
[53] "I have never been in that country."
[54] " Is it necessary for me to imprison myself in a retreat with fools? "
[55] "As for me, I always made little journeys from town to town.''
[56]" Is it necessary for me to take sides either for the Greek Church or the Latin? "
[57] "When I was in the world I never made any difference between the Jew and the
Samaritan."
[58] "Well, if that is so, I take you for my only master." Then he made me a sign
with his head which filled me with consolation. The vision disappeared, and a clear
conscience stayed with me.

That is what the West thinks of as a holy man, as do not a few Buddhists, Hindus,
Sikhs, Muslims, Taoists, Nothing in particulars.

Actually it’s more ironic than that, it’s what the non/un/unaligned and not
particularly-religious West thinks of as a holy man. The ‘good Christians’ seem to
have more of a problem with him.

All throughout the endless ages/All your Buddhas, Christs and sages/Said you lost
points by spilling blood/A killer dude was just a dud/Who didn’t understand
manhood. To state a fact, ask what it might imply - shut up, you fool, you want to
die?

They never did like my verses. The guy Mohammed was a general, killed people.
/
Bon, pour nous, de vrais marxistes, c’est la guerre. L’Internationale sera le genre
humain, et les femmes, les gays*,et les juifs, et bien sur les musulmans libres qui s’en
fichent du fascisme.

*TheWebsite of someone who looks as if he would know tells me ‘gay’ is an

http://www.moscasdecolores.com/en/gay-dictionary


international term. A classical education taught me many things but not the state
of the art C21st French for gay, so I’ll stick with gay.

We need of course a First Amendment and we need it now. We need to be able to
tell freakoids that however much they ‘will not tolerate’ insult to their disgusting
death-cult, no-one gives a fuck. They revolt us. Gee, guys, just learn to live with it.
We need to tell them that freedom is not negotiable instead of what we have been
telling them for the past 20 years, that they only have to squeak and large
proportions of the political and clerical classes will fall on their faces and hand over
the liberties of the free wold.

Non, c’est pa ça

‘Born, born, born on the 4th July....’ Née le quatorze juillet All the same, all together
now: ‘God bless America..’ Yes, I thought that would turn your stomachs.

Allons, enfants de la patrie, le jour de gloire est arrivé. Clearly not. Contre nous de la
tyrannie l’etendard sanglant est levé. Say that again. C’est nous qu’on ose rendre a
l’antique esclavage. Said it again slightly differently.

Va te faire foutre. And again slightly differently.

Though a propos of the date, substantial numbers of my family are US citizens and
indeed my half-brother Nigel was a professor.. Not to mention Cousin Rodney having
been Professor of Mediaeval Social History at Birmingham.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confrontation_analysis

You just won’t foist it on me, dumbfuck deadheads, that consultants and professors are a
higher order of humanity. In the case of my family, they’re my order of humanity:
educated people. In the case of medicine they’re a fucking joke.

Le Parti Communiste Francais had an interesting war. Geared up to fight

fascism by Spain, already international by virtue of communist refugees, the

Nazi-Soviet Pact devastated it but after the fall of France it still managed

L'appel du 10 juillet 1940, which in the terms of today's fascist fake Left

is flagrantly 'nationalist' -

Vive la France libre - and indeed Frenchmen never shall be slaves (Jamais un

grand peuple comme le nôtre ne sera un peuple d’esclaves).

Bar the goo about Vladdy the Impaler (Vive l'Union Soviétique de Lénine et

Staline, espoir des travailleurs du Monde). It's largely the kind of thing

I or any other member of the Free English Left might say. Leave in the bit

about ploutocrates? Depends whom they're funding. You fight fire with fire

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confrontation_analysis


not a leaky bucket.And so some quit the Parti, though not necessarily to do

anything

Les communistes qui quittent le Parti pour cause de désaccord avec le pacte

sont nombreux. La crise est très profondeet jouera un rôle considérable dans

les crises ultérieures. Plus du tiers des députés communistes se

désolidarisent du pacte germano-soviétique et quittent, au moins

provisoirement, le parti. Vingt-deux des soixante-quatorze parlementaires

communistes quittent le parti et le groupe communiste à l'Assemblée nationale

pour créer un nouveau groupe parlementaire : l’Union populaire française.

After the collapse of the Pact, certainly, communists were a significant

element in the French Resistance.The military strength of the communists was

still relatively feeble at the end of 1941, but the rapid growth of the

Francs-Tireurs et Partisans (FTP), a radical armed movement, ensured that

French communists regained their reputation as an effective anti-fascist

force. The FTP was open to non-communists, but it operated under communist

control with its members predominantly engaged in acts of sabotage and

guerrilla warfare.By1944, the FTP had an estimated strength of 100,000 men.

Towards the end of the occupation, the PCF had reached the height of its

influence, controlling large areas of France through the Résistance units

under its command

Certainly the Free French under de Gaulle were heroic but don't let anyone

tell you that's the whole story. Some people on the Left have balls, not to

mention have fought for the freedom of their country

http://www.dillsplace.com/exo-eso-balance-balrogs-et-le-parti-communiste

-francais-1939-1945.html

There, wasn’t that interesting. Am I not a freaking mine of information? You don’t
read French? Tards, you don’t read English

Communists make no mechanical division between legality and illegality under

the conditions of bourgeois rule. They are not opposites, but different

moments in the development of the class struggle.Democratic rights under

capitalism are not granted by the generosity of the ruling class. Nor are

they inherent in the system. They have been won by struggle in the face

of fierce opposition by generation after generation of working

people.Draft Programme of the CPGB

Oh how many of their silly laws have I broken, laws made by traitors for

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francs-tireurs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Resistance#cite_note-French_Communist_Party_credibility-52
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Resistance#cite_note-Francs-Tireurs_et_Partisans_non-communists-53
http://www.dillsplace.com/exo-eso-balance-balrogs-et-le-parti-communiste-francais-1939-1945.html
http://www.cpgb.org.uk/documents/Draft programme.rtf


slaves.

And so we have a new Nazi-Soviet Pact and those who would have been at home

in the Waffen SS raise the red flag.What my grandparents would have wanted

me to do? No, it's what my grand-parents would have assumed I'd do.

http://www.dillsplace.com/exo-eso-balance-balrogs-et-le-parti-communiste

-francais-1939-1945.html

It would of course be rather good if M. Hollande quoted L’Appel, it would so
wonderfully remove the wind from the sails of the Islamofascist fake ‘Left’.

I have said:

FREDDIEAND PETER

Now there’s a pair of immigrant success stories. Freddie was born in Zanzibar and Peter
in Jamaica. Did you know that? I thought I knew it and checked. You didn’t know it
because you don’t even know which planet you’re on. Freddie was born Farookh Bulsara.
Peter, so far as I know, was born Peter Straker.

Hip cool C21st England welcomes anyone who wants to live in a free country in the
modern world.

As to the rest

ComSymp, SovSymp, there were members of my family who would not have fared well
under McCarthy, but this is England. When I hurl the word ‘traitor’ around with apparent
wild abandon, it should be seen in the context of total acceptance of an Englishman’s
right to gush over a hostile foreign power.

To not like someone's point of view is distinct from demanding he or she be silenced and
only your point of view be heard.To campaign against views one believes erroneous or
pernicious is distinct from demanding they be forbidden. One accepts the right of others
to hold their own views and seeks to instruct them in the error of their ways. The other
doesn't.Without liberty, no-one would be permitted either to practise a religion other than
that of the Church of England or to have no religion. Muslims need freedom of
conscience to be upheld. They do not gain fans by seeking to deny it to others.4

To seek to change the foundation of society from one where everyone has a right to his or
her own views and so you a have a right to your minority view to one where only you
have a right to your views would not seem very bright for there may surely be an
awkward hiatus when those in power under the original system may shrug and say OK,
you don't think anyone else has a right to his or her views so why should you have that
right, and pull the rug out from under you.

http://www.dillsplace.com/exo-eso-balance-balrogs-et-le-parti-communiste-francais-1939-1945.html


Some Islamists think to impose the new order by force. The Party I am sure would have
loved to have a revolution but you do need at least five people for that.

Like classical Marxism, Islamism entails a change to the foundation of society. Both of
course point enthusiastically at what everyone else calls a shit-hole and demands that here
be more like that. If you are taking your cue from Saudi,Iran or Pakistan, it is no different
to taking your cue from the Kremlin. The fog of garbage concerning the supposedly
sacred nature of faith conceals this simple fact. Hey man, it's cool. No-one has to take any
notice of people taking their cues from hostile foreign powers. The problem comes from
insistence that we do.

Pause to imagine some 30s Party member lecturing the British government of the day on
Marxophobia. Well, you know, I am a devout Marxist-Leninist and surely there can be no
right to abuse the sincere beliefs of millions of people.Marxists consider Comrade Lenin
a towering figure, a giant among men leading the proletariat from darkness into light.

The rhetoric is appropriately similar: we want real democracy not sad corrupt old
bourgeois democracy. We want proper Islamic human rights not sad corrupt old Western
human rights.

There are minor comments to be made, such as that in a world with vastly diminished
communications, early generations of British Sovsymps had no great grasp of ‘there’ but
Shariasymps are clear what ‘there’ is like. Whether either really wanted or want to
surrender what they have here is moot.

Do you have a problem with inviting those who thought things were vastly better ordered
in the Soviet Union to fuck off and live there? I don’t, or only a personal one: chunks of
my family might have been born in the USSR and family get-togethers would have been
a bit difficult.

To suggest people fuck off is distinct from insisting they fuck off and deporting them.
Really, it would have been frightfully unBritish to deport Uncle Richard or Cousin
Rodney.You didn't get hanged/sent down for 30 years/deported to Mother Russia for
being an open SovSymp but for being paid by the KGB to pretend you weren't.

The element of concealment is I think critical. If demanding the overthrow of the State
were the key issue, 95% of 60s students now fully paid-up members of the human race
would have gone down (the other 5%, hmm). I think the exact criterion would be working
towards the overthrow of the State and its replacement with a system of government with
different foundations and pretending you want something compatible with the existing
order.
http://www.dillsplace.com/comsymp-shariasymp-plus-ca-change.html

Indeed there are many similarities. Here are some more.

http://www.dillsplace.com/comsymp-shariasymp-plus-ca-change.html
http://johannhari.com/2002/06/10/the-horrors-of-the-british-stalin-society/
http://www.stalinsociety.org.uk/
http://www.stalinsociety.org.uk/


My father was 11 in 1917, old enough to remember that they really believed (no, don't
laugh at the simple faith of ordinary people, know you not the simple faith of total loons
is to be revered) the revolution would spread to cover the earth. Marx said. Well, at least
he said stuff about determinism and the progression of society, the inevitability of the
collapse of capitalism and so on.Since he died in 1883, he naturally couldn't have said
anything of the kind.

Ah, 'Londonistan'. Marx wrote Das Kapital in London, where he remained until the end
of his life,not in Paris, Berlin, Frankfurt or Bruges. The reason for this is that he had been
kicked out of France, Belgium and Germany. If your society is freer than other people's,
every dissident and every loon ends up there.

In 1989 a British author of Russian ancestry published a novel perceived as being
'disrespectful' of Stalin (I understand there was also a charge of revisionism) and a decree
went out from the Kremlin that it was incumbent upon every true Marxist to kill said
capitalist scum and many marches and demonstrations were organized demanding his
death. Naturally the leaders of the British Left ever-vigilant for an opportunity to destroy
liberty were vocal in their support. Arthur Scargill, prominent member of theStalin
Society,worked ceaselessly to have the man at the very least prosecuted though he
thought death only perhaps too good for him, in consequence of which the Labour Party
had him knighted. I'm sure you remember all this well.

'Opium of the people' it works on two levels, does it not. One is turning the mind of the
True Believer into stewed ape-shit, and this is so whether the faith is religious or atheist.
The other is what the word 'religion' does to politicians who clearly have minds of stewed
ape-shit to start with, being convinced in the face of the evidence provided by 3000 years
of so of human history that religion is necessarily good and further convinced that a
bunch of capering junkies rendered through their dope apparently incapable of grasping
the existence of large numbers of persons who do not share their addiction represent a
valuable contribution to society to be supported and upheld.

Sigh. I can't quite imagine my dear old aunts, were they still alive, attending the AGM of
the Stalin Society but I do know that they were hooked to the ends of their lives. They
belonged to one of those ghastly Anglo-Soviet friendship societies and regularly visited
the l'espoir des travailleurs du monde, of which, as late as when I returned half-starved
from Moscow in the 80s, they would hear no evil.

http://www.dillsplace.com/comsymp-shariasymp-fit-the-second.html

Not of course that I know a thing about a bunch of fucktards raving about One Book
which they claim contains all reality I think it’s the Dutch who show prospective
immigrants film of gay guys kissing. If you don’t like it, you won’t like it: probably a
good idea not to come. Mick strutting his stuff too would seem adequate litmus paper

Precisely who are (oh yes, I think plural) locked up inside their opium-dens surrounded
by some Chinamen will eventually have to become clear, not to mention banks on every

http://johannhari.com/2002/06/10/the-horrors-of-the-british-stalin-society/
http://www.stalinsociety.org.uk/
http://www.stalinsociety.org.uk/
http://www.dillsplace.com/comsymp-shariasymp-fit-the-second.html


finger,a finger in every country and all the countries ruled by them.

Oh, are they men of wealth and taste? Well, that’s that then, innit.

The religious peasant, savage, animal, devoid of any intellectual and moral
education, incontinent, impotent, incapable of either self control, containing what it
thinks and feels or self command, changing what it thinks and feels, bred to be
helpless by the filth of priests, rabbis and mullahs, to be incapable of dealing with
itself and so to assault the external cause of its woes, a rent-a-mob assiduously
cultivated by the vermin of religious in their assault on freedom and democracy,
such that we are all supposed to say how terrible is this freedom which must
assuredly be destroyed for it distresses the devout, or in other words sick vicious
animals who come from intellectual and moral if not physical slums in tandem with
the filth of actual slums equally assiduously taught by their Trot teachers that the
filth in their heads, their delusions of their own importance and perfection is sacred,
that all civilized rational moral life must be subordinate to them, intellect, learning,
intelligence, rationality, may be butchered because they ‘offend’ or else prosecuted,
must they not, Mrs Blair, as the universities must be destroyed and made training
schools for mad vile animals who hate intellect, learning, intelligence rationality,
morality, intellectually worthless garbage who probably believe in ludicrous filth
like ‘protected beliefs’, as though a belief, which stands or falls by its veracity and
rationality, was in itself remotely significant to anyone other than its holder. The
more grotesque obscene and foul the filth in the heads of filth, the more it is is to be
protected against any contact with reality.

It does not occur to these creatures that the rest of humanity is not theirs to
command. It does not occur to the the world does not revolve around the filth in
their brains.

It does not occur to them because of the rampant evil of the so-called Left which
generates and advances and upholds them, which insists on the subordination of
civilized life to the ravings of rabid animals, which wishes to destroy all intellect,
intelligence, learning, rationality and force us all to the level of the criminal

Bourgeois innit, elitist, to demand animals become human.

And so later we shall return to my plight which has been a low-grade horror show
in the last month because it is evil to insist filthy animals, swaggering bestial baboon
men and their slobbering exemplars of subhumanity women behave like human
beings.

The lady who put this version of Ave Maria on YouTube called it the most beautiful
ever.


